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About This Game

In Nanoswarm, you take the role of a tank commander briefed with a new mission from command to enter the storage facility
and put an end to the nanobot threat before it ever begins. With the aid of some of the most powerful weapons technology has to
offer, you must fight your way through the storage facility and take down the nanobot central brain, deep within the heart of the

facility. It won't be easy, as you will be under constant surveillance from the central brain, which will be sending any and all
available resources at you at all times. You must fight your way through the levels, room by room, until you reach and destroy
the central brain. In true roguelite fashion, death means death, so if you fail, you will be sent back to the beginning of the first

level, so be careful!

Nanoswarm is a hardcore super roguelite, designed to be very difficult. There's a survival mode that lets you keep track of your
skill progression as you practice. The story, (roguelite), mode is where the real difficulty lies. You have to work through five

levels with ever-increasing difficulty, without dying even once. Once you die, you're taking back to the menu screen. If you like
uber-hard challenges Nanoswarm is the game for you! If not, well, there's no harm in trying, right?
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Title: Nanoswarm
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Termite Farm
Publisher:
Termite Farm
Release Date: 5 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (64 bit only)

Processor: Intel Core i3-3220/AMD FX-8120 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 660 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 295 MB available space

English
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This is a great example of a VR game done well. The story and voice acting is engaging, and the controls are done well so I
wasn't frustrated trying to grab or hold things while teleporting around the rooms. The puzzles could be a little more difficult,
but overall the game made you think about your next move and how you are going to achieve it. Overall, I think for what the
game is, the price is a little steep. I was able to complete it in about an hour and normally equate my game purchase satisfaction
to the price of a movie ticket. If I can enjoy myself for a couple of hours, it was worth it. In this case, I was left wanting more
but I am satisfied with the thought that I am able to support a development team that knows what to do when it comes to VR
gaming.. An underrated classic that holds up to this day, i loved this game as a kid and i still love it today.. EDIT: After dev
replies, and the fix for the freeze bug my review has changed!

Do you like retro 8 bit arcade games?
Do you miss PIPE mario "Mario Bros" with the Pow block?
Do you miss the game Joust?
If those two games made a baby THIS would be that game

Good concept
Now with fix, excellent execution
8/10 Two thumbs up (I LOVE retro games)

Music is just OK vs the devs other rhythm style games but it does the job (my last review said the music sucked but I was
comparing that to their other stuff)

The devs are super nice, and can take the bad with the good, and that my friends takes heart.

The game even starts saying "dave recommends controller"

NO controller is needed, although I do somehow wish I could get an arcade pad on my pc for these type of games

be sure to tip your waitress, And get this game and all the devs games, If you love retro style arcade games you wont regret it

Ty to the devs! for changing my view on this McAwesome game. GAME IS FUN AS HELL! only down side is its dead! 1
server and ther person is not even playing haha.. wish there were other games like this one but very active.. 5.0 out of 10

I played the demo weeks ago and quite enjoyed the experience and was left looking forward to the full release. Bought the game
and since refunded after a couple of short sessions. As it turns for me at least the demo was enough of this game for me.

The linear level design and effectively scripted enemy makes replaybility unappealing to me. More so as I found many of the
enemy enounters unexciting. Open door, enemy camping, around corner, enemy camping. Shooting enemy stand still while
taking shots every few seconds. Then you have the melee enemy who run at you in a straight line, it's not very challenging.

The gunplay is nicely balanced, along with a very appealing visual style and added humour. It's bug free and feels very fluid. All
good things, you can tell there's a talented team behind this production. It's just the game itself has little to enjoy after a single
playthrough as there isn't that much game to speak of. The game can be beat in under 2 hours on your first go, so to me that
doesn't resemble good value.

I do understand new content has been promised, and until then I'll be happy to update my review.. + Great game concept
+ Nice visuals (although the anims might need more polish ;) )
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+ Skillbased PVP and full loot
+ responsive devs

- played 3h and have the feeling "i have seen everything" (which of course is not the case since not the complete map was
opened) but it lacked some gameplay options.

Do not let yourself influence by all these negative free trial haters.

Get the game 7 days for free and make your own opinion :). To be fair, this should be a positive review. The game looks great
and is a good implementation of the real board game. The only thing missing are more expansions.
The reason why I still have to rate it negative for me personally though is, that you can't see your next tile. I know the official
rules state that you only draw your tile at the beginning of your turn, but for me it makes the game nearly unplayable. It just
highlights all the bad parts. You're not engaged in the turn of your opponent, but you can't think about your turn yet either.
Because of that each and every turn takes longer and is even more boring.
When we get a variant where you can see your next tile, I'll play this over the board game. Until then I'd rather play the board
game though. stupidly hard game that gets you to delete it right after installation. Dreadful tutorial. If like me, you are aware this
is a very popular boardgame, but have no idea how to play it, then you would best buy the boardgame or search for online
tutorials. I really want to join the Carcasonne bandwagon, but this is probably not the best place to start.. I recommend this game
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This was ... Well this was a worthy ride. Took me about two hours to go through, and I'm sure I could go find some other stuff
inside it.

Unfortunately, this is another short "story experience" kind of VR game, and I've been aching for a game I can properly sink
hours of my eyeballs into. This one isn't that yet.

However, what it will do IS give you a unique story experience. If you're looking at this game, chances are you already know it
has some ... twists. And yes, there's a couple tricks this game pulls that gave me moments of GENUINE discomfort. So VVR is
worth a check!. Fun puzzle platformer where you find new tools. Each one of them adds an additional twist, and things start to
get pretty complex before long. Be prepared for hair loss.. Words can not describe this game. It trapped me for a good 25
minutes not allowing me to exit before I unplugged my PC.... I wanted to write a review after beating the game but my life hit a
bit of a curve ball and this Dev has shown even after the 1st hour that they deserve the thumbs up.

This is not just a simple DooM Mod/Wad file, they made a whole new game with the old engine. It has its own unique feel,
sound and look about it. You can tell they made this with much care and excitement. As an old school gamer (I guess being
almost 30 is old school now right?) there are a great number of things in Hedon that really brings me back to the good ol' days.
There are secrets Everywhere, there is no hand holding but just enough info to get you going and the map design is fresh and
keeps me wanting to see whats around the next corner.

That's a big deal to me. I've seen some people complaining about getting lost on the 1st level... That's part of the fun. Games
used to be a maze not just a straight line. Do you really want to be the kind of person that runs away and is proud to say you
couldn't figure out level one (after less than 10 minutes) or do you can to bunker down, press Tab and explore for a bit? Do
yourself a favor and get lost in the world the Dev took the time to make you. It's really awesome to see someone care about how
our gaming ancestors did things! And boy did they do a great job! I would love to see them do some kind of big open
Morrowind style RPG (because we know Bethesda can not and will not make a game like that again). This Dev has the creative
mind to do that, or at least help make some Kick A** dungeons in one.

Do yourself a favor and pick this one up. But do not go into expecting a DooM style game, the only thing in common is the
engine. Go into it more with the mind set of finding an old game you never heard about at a thrift store for 50 cents and giving it
a shot. It'll blow you away.. I purchased the game for its Kalevala setting, and it turns out quite - not bad.

Personally I would say this game is influenced by the Touhou series to a certain extent, I mean the part where boss have separate
'spells' each with a name and such. I also acknowledge that Cave's shmups are popular in Finland for whatever reason, so they
might be one of the inspirations as well.

The bullet patterns are fine, no serious problems, no outrageous innovations. Graphics give a very indie feeling, which is not
really a bad thing. For me, the two forementioned aspects are of average \/ mediocre quality. Seen better, seen worse, that's it.
What makes me think the game really worth more than the 100 yen labelled price should be the music. Accordions and synth-
rock give a very, very, almost stereotypical 'Finnish' feeling. Not to mention some of the traditional tune remixes.

I don't really enjoy widescreen vertical shooter, and this one, unfortunately, as well. It's just a problem of habits and familiarity
though.
Also, speaking of problems, I experienced some weird lags in input as well as in display. I would suggest that these were caused
by some engine \/ danmaku logic flaws. Fixes will be appreciated if possible.

Overall 7.5\/10, considering the very low price.
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